
MY SELF PLANNED TRIP TO
ESTONIA
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How I  Spend My Time In Vacation

EXPLORING OLD TOWN OF
TALLIN

       This summer I was with my friend and also clasmade

in small 3 day long trip to Tallin. We had been planning

this trip more then 1 year, but some problems we coudn't

solve still existed. One day I was chillling at home, I

called my friend and told that we could make reservation

at hotel, so she agreed. We booked a room in hotel and

then told our parents. That was pretty crazy.
SINTIJA ROMANE



PROS AND CONS
I HAD IN MY
SMALL TRIP
WHAT YOU CAN LEARN FROM DECISIONS

     We got there by bus from Riga central

station. We were on the road for four hours

while recharging my phone batery. We

were watching ''Bohemians rapsody'' on

the screen in the bus. We get there at 11:00

a.m. and went to our hotel. I was first time

in Tallin, but my friend already had been

there with her mum. The thing I liked the

most was the hotel with waterpark inside

what we enjoyed a lot. We enjoyed

nightlife as well. I prefer comfort traveling

so that was like ''honey for a bear''. We

also met a lot of people, because old town

of Tallin was overcrowded. In last day pf

our little adventure we ate out delicios

diner and went to see some new places.

We asked some local people to tell us

about some places that are not so popular.

Some of places provided really

breathtaking view on old town and the

sea. Becoming dark outside so city lights

were playing with last sun rays. Forgot to

mention that waterpark was amazing.

 

      Ofcourse nothing could be 100%

perfect, so there were some things that I

don't like. For example overcrowded

streets at night, by tourists and also local

people. On the one hand I understand the

reason it were so overcrowded, but on the

other hand, I wanted to take a break from

Riga. Maybe I just choose wrong

desitination because Riga and Tallin look

similar. Weather wasn't the best, because

it was very vindy despite the fact that was

summer.

I definetly
want to return
to this beatiful
town, but in
other season.
Probably it
will be autmn
with orange,
red tree leaves
and diffrent
mood.


